
English terms 

 
Adverbs or adverbials give more detail of what is happening, e.g. the baby 

is crying loudly. They usually describe a verb. 

 

Adjectives are describing words;  

pretty, large, tall, tiny 

 

Capital letters 

Capital letters are used for two purposes in English punctuation.  Firstly, 

they mark the beginning of a new sentence. Secondly, they indicate a proper 

noun. 

 

Capital letters follow full stops. They indicate the beginning of a new 

sentence, just as a full stop indicates the end of a sentence.  

 

Capitals are used to denote proper nouns. For example, London, America, 

John, Susan. 

 

If a common noun (for example, island or war) is used as part of a name, 

then it is given a capital letter. 

 

Example: The Orkney Islands are a group of small islands. 

World War II was a war never to be forgotten. 

 

Colloquialism 
This is an expression used in everyday speech. 

Smell a rat = suspecting something is wrong. 

Take forty winks = a short nap.  

 

Euphemism 
An accurate word is replaced with a kinder phrase. 

 

He is old becomes ‘he is getting on in years’. 

She is fat becomes ‘she has a full figure’. 

He tells lies becomes ‘he is being economical with the truth’. 

He is scruffy becomes ‘his clothes have seen better days’. 

She is ugly becomes ‘she has an interesting face’. 

 



Fiction  a story where the characters and the things that happen have been 

invented by the writer, e.g. a novel or a short story. Some fiction may have 

real places or events as part of the story, e.g. a historical novel may be based 

on, or include, things that actually happened. 

 

Genre  the different types of books or TV programmes or films or music 

that people enjoy. 

E.g. biography, adventure story, novel, soap opera, drama. 

 

Hyperbole 

This is an overstatement, an exaggeration in order to make a point. 

 

He ran like lightning. 

He ran me off my feet. 

She was boiling hot. 

He snapped my head off. 

 

Imperative verbs  indicate an order or instruction. 

E.g. No standing on the upper deck. Sift the flour. Take the second left after 

the roundabout. 

 

Non-Fiction  a text based on facts.  

 

Nouns, abstract 
These are nouns that cannot be touched 

Examples; glory,sorrow,joy 

 

Nouns, collective 
These are nouns for groups; team, herd, crowd 

 

Nouns, common 
These are the names for practically everything; boy, chair,dog,house,day 

 

Nouns, proper 

These are nouns that need a capital letter; London, Emma, Paris 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Onomatopoeia 
These are words that suggest their meaning by their sound. 

They are sometimes called mimic words. 

 

Babble, bubble, burble, buzz. 

Crack, click, clack, clatter, crunch, clang, croak. 

Fizzle, flutter. 

Gurgle, grate, grunt, gleam, glow, glisten. 

Hiss, hush, hum. 

Plop, plonk, patter. 

Shush, slush, slap, slime, slink, sizzle, slither. 

Twang, tinkle, twinkle, twitter. 

 

Poetry 

Capital letters are used at the start of each line of a poem, even if it is a 

continuance of the previous line. 

 

Example: 

Wine comes in at the mouth 

And love comes in at the eye; 

That’s all we shall know of truth 

Before we grow old and die.  (W.B. Yeats).  

 

Prepositions 

These words tell us the position of something/someone 

Example; the train went through the tunnel. 

 

Pronouns 

These take the place of a  proper noun. 

Example; he, she,they,it,us,we 

 

 

Recount – re-telling events in the order that they took place, using the past 

tense, e.g. a newspaper story or a biography of a famous person. 

Non-chronological report  - describing the way things are, written in the 

present tense. E.g. a guidebook. 

Instructions and procedures – describing how something is done, often in a 

series of numbered steps, written using imperative verbs. E.g. a recipe; 

instructions for playing a board game.   



Sentence building      
Simple sentences can be made longer by adding clauses. A compound 

sentence consists of two or more clauses of equal importance. A complex 

sentence consists of one or more main clauses and another clause that needs 

the others to make complete sense. 

 

Jack heard a strange noise = simple sentence, one clause. 

 

Jack heard a strange noise, and we were scared = compound sentence, two 

simple sentences joined by and to make two equally important clauses. 

 

Jack heard a strange noise, and we were scared when he told us about it. =  

Complex sentence. There is a third clause, which needs the others in order 

for it to make sense. 

 

Tense  the form of a verb which tells whether something is happening now 

(present tense), next week (future tense) or last month (past tense). 

 

Verbs  (doing words) tell us what is happening in a sentence, e.g. the baby 

cries. 

 

Verbs, conditional 

These tell us that an action might happen, depending on someone or 

something else. 

Example; I would go to the party if I had a new outfit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


